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   end up being it newly-engaged or married-for-decades —Andrew Weil, M.D.In this simple yet
profound relationship tool, Susan Piver displays couples at any stage of their relationships —" — how
they can forge and strengthen long lasting, intimate bonds. Concentrating on important areas such
as home, money, work, sex, community, and family members, The Hard Questions contains one
hundred thought-provoking questions that problem and inspire lovers to gain a deeper
understanding of each other. Together with your partner, you'll talk about matters such as for
example:  •   Using its elegant design, The Hard Questions What will our home look like?  is the
perfect gift for wedding ceremony showers and anniversaries, or for anyone considering
marriage. What exactly are our professional goals? •The classic New York Moments bestseller"This
book of hard questions and exercises for couples is innovative and exciting.•   Are each of us
pleased with the other's method of health?    • Exactly what will we do if one of us is seriously
attracted to another person?    • Will we try to have children, and if so, when?  
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  Hopefully, those types of factors are discussed while you're enjoying a food.Due to the physical
distance, this publication has given us a lot to talk about that people wouldn't have even thought of,
due to the seperation. Whenever we are together, we're as well excited to have those in depth
conversations..Both of us enjoy the book and would purchase it again.Plus easy to slide in your
purse so that you can take it with you.Its well written.Quickly shipped.The book is a great size
front.Definitely recommended Put ALL OF YOUR Issues up for grabs My husband and I read this
book whenever we were internet dating. I was really bummed out the questions in here were some
of the following. best for each couple I disagree with previous authors who say the questions are
childish, or for people with a short engagement. It poses trivial questions about daily life that you
probably would not think of by yourself. Sometimes the same questions are worded differently. My
fiancé and I did so go through it together(he’s a trooper) felt like we only found one good question.
For some of my close friends, this book allows one partner to go over a sensitive area (spending
habits, family) minus the additional person feeling attacked.We went through the questions during
road trips as a way to pass period. Do we eat meals together? I desire I had got it some 45 years
ago before I married. That's true.One commenter wrote that this book doesn't ask philosophical
questions. Eventually we would have gotten to most of these topics on our own, but it helped
develop a stronger foundation for our marriage.Blessing My fiancee and I are seperated by
thousands of miles, because of his military career, I'm in the east coast and he's about the west
coast, so this publication has really been a blessing to us. It can help you (or you with your partner
ideally) find out where it's likely you have issues to solve now or potentially later on if you do opt to
marry. It's their reduction. Great book..With the book though, it makes us feel closer together, and
makes us discuss so many things we might have overlooked. It seemed like a lot of the queries
were intended for heterosexual lovers, but my fiance and I still found it helpful in discussing some
topics. Helpful I provide this to every engaged few I believe will benefit. Also if the reader thinks
certain queries don't apply, the book encourages conversation and conversation. All the right
questions in one place. Our nephew and his girlfriend are along the way of reading every single
question and both are finding it extremely helpful. In the event that you discuss these types of
questions before also getting married, you will be able to have realistic objectives of your future
spouse, understanding better his/her beliefs and expectations of you as well. Topics which are
better talked about before marriage than argued after the nuptials.Also, the reserve is meant to spur
discussion, contemplation, and conversation, and the questions are not supposed to elicit simply at
one sentence answer. We've been married for seven years. Not only did we get to know each
various other better, it had been a confrontational method to discuss issues for which we'd strong
feelings. Who is in charge of shopping? Do we've a feeling of our own style? Wasn’t a book where
you close it and feel just like you had a great conversation together with your partner. This is often
annoying or help you to strategy the same subject matter from a different prospective. Now we
present it to anyone considering getting married. We'd a long engagement, and found this book to
become quite stimulating. I'll agree that a few of the queries you hopefully have discussed before
becoming involved, but others we hadn't considered. Not the best book for couples I actually was
expecting better discussion ideas from this. It really is wonderful that it has queries like "What do you
think a father is supposed to do? Developing good communication is a must for any marriage, and
this book is great at sparking conversation and debate." as the answer to these may differ greatly
from individual to individual. Some couples I've with all this to have rolled their eyes. The idea of this
book would be to find out if there are huge discrepancies in your backgrounds, morals and values,
so that you can sort out them before they become a concern, and destroy your romantic
relationship.Finished . I liked best concerning this publication, can be that while reading it, in



answering a query, we would often enter conversation about things which were related, but not
always asked in the publication.I believe this book is ideal for married couples, along with engaged
couples. It seemed like a lot of the queries were intended for heterosexual . This is an excellent book
to read if you're engaged or in a significant relationship considering engagement. This reserve will
ask if it is okay to lend cash to family members or where you can spend holidays. I wish more
people read books such as this one before saying yes to the outfit (or diamond). Essential read
BEFORE marriage. big day more then just a celebration but an excellent start. Plus, when the eldest
of four marries an only child, holiday spending and family members priorities are important topics. It
could have made an enormous difference in the training curve in heading from the one, carefree
lifestyle to "wedded bliss." It is not all about the wedding, dress, gifts and party. It is about the life
you live afterward. Waste of money and time This book is complete tripe. It's ludicrous. The
questions are not hard. They are ridiculous questions. No-one should read this. Actually. Sit down
with them and hold hands as they read their answers? Pure bs. I love this book We’ll obtain it to
several couples I really like this book I’ll get it to many couples who are receiving married and I don’t
got married though ... This book should be required reading for anyone contemplating marriage.
We're enjoying this once we plan our wedding to create our wedding day more then just a
celebration but an excellent start. Five Stars Perfect for a 2nd date! Great Prep for Premarital
Counseling I read this 10 years ago after getting engaged; superb book for my then husband and
me to learn more about each other. Lately purchased for a newly engaged couple.
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